OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Constitution of Group on legal aspects under Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers.

In pursuance of the decision of the Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers taken in its 4th meeting held on 15th June, 2016, a Group is hereby constituted to look into legal aspects and required enabling provisions for implementation of Interlinking of Rivers and other related issues. The following shall be the composition of the Group:

1. Shri A. D. Mohile, Former Chairman, CWC - Member
2. Shri M. Gopalakrishnan, Former Member, CWC - Member
3. Shri Virag Gupta, Constitutional & Environmental Law Expert - Member
4. Prof. Avishesh Pratap, Water Law and Management Expert, Department of Legal Studies, Chaubilay Chauran Singh University, Meerut - Member
5. Shri A.B. Pandya, Former Chairman, CWC - Member

Convener

Terms of reference:

(i) To look into legal aspects and suggest required enabling provisions for the implementation of Interlinking of Rivers.
(ii) To look into the issues of surplus water in a river basin in its dimensions and suggest various implementable alternatives.
(iii) To study Awards of the Tribunals and their impact on planning of Inter Basin Water Transfers or otherwise.
(iv) Any other matter relevant to the above aspects.

3. The Group shall be and when required and submit its report in one month time.

4. NWDA will provide the secretarial and other assistance to the Group.

To,

All Members of the Group under Task Force for ILR

Copy for kind information to:-

1. PS to Chairman, Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers, Ministry of WR, RD & GR, Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi
2. PS to JS(PF), Ministry of WR, RD & GR, Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi
3. Director General, NWDA, New Delhi
4. Chief Engineer (North)/首席工程师 (North), NWDA, Lucknow/Hyderabad, New Delhi

*Shri A. D. Mohile, former Chairman, CWC will function as Chairman of the Group as per order no. NWDA/Tech/403/5/2015/359-79 dated 20.03.2016
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Constitution of Group on Legal Aspects under Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers.

In partial modification to Office Memorandum of even number dated 18th July, 2016 regarding Constitution of Group on Legal Aspects under the Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers, Shri A.D. Mohile, Former Chairman, CWC will function as Chairman of the Group. The other composition and Terms of Reference of the OM will remain same.

(R.K. Jain)
Chief Engineer (HQ)

To,

All Members of the Group under Task Force for II.R

Copy for kind information to:-
1. PS to Chairman, Task Force for Interlinking of Rivers, Ministry of WR, RD & GR, Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi.
2. PS to JS(PP), Ministry of WR, RD&GR, Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi.
3. SPS to Director General, NWDA, New Delhi.
4. Chief Engineer (North)(South)/(HQ), NWDA, Lucknow/ Hyderabad/ New Delhi.